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Scaffolding seen all around the Priory Building It became
apparent recently that the middle chimney at the back of the
Priory building was in an unsafe condition and would need to be
taken down.

However it quickly became apparent that urgent repairs were
needed on the roof and that water was coming in and causing
damage.

The chimney has been taken down to just above roof level and
will probably not be rebuilt until the full scale renovation work
commences.

Work has commenced on the roof. The problems with water
ingress and damp causing damage to the roof beams have
recently been found to be worse than previously thought.
Repairs in the roof space have alleviated this and repairs to the
roof itself are ongoing

The Orangery Work on Orangery continues. The stonework for
the top of the enclosing wall has had to be specially cut and
brought onto the site. These stones are now being put in place
prior to the re-building of the roof

Wedding venue and a wedding The ground floor of the Priory
building is now registered for weddings. Indeed the first
wedding took place on Sunday 14th February, when the Trust
Chairman, Ian Harrabin ‘hitched up’ to his partner.

Facelift including floors and round tables - King Arthur only

had one We now have a number of additional pieces of furniture
including 4 round tables. The panelled room and the middle
room on the ground floor, as well as the toilets and
passageways, have been redecorated. New heating and light
fittings have also been added. Following the removal of the

carpet tiles, the floors have been buffed up and oiled to very
good effect. The net result is a much cleaner and a more
pleasant looking place.

Manikins Caroline Hobday, our hard working grant finder, has
acquired some dressed manikins from the London Science
Museum. We are expecting that they will enhance the story
of the history of the Charterhouse, and add to the experience of
our visitors.

The birds and the bees We have had groups of volunteers
working in the Charterhouse fields. They have done a grand
job of clearing brambles and weeds etc from the paths and front
of the building. They have also provided 8 bird boxes and set
them up on the trees at the front of the Priory. Another bonus
is an insect home that they have built on the ground on the
north side of the Priory. Other ideas are in mind for their future
visits.

Future plans for the Building and the Heritage Park As many
will be aware the Trust, now called the Historic Coventry Trust,
have already received some £4.5 million in funding. This is
currently being spent on putting together the team of specialists
necessary to detail and manage all the future plans. The
specialists will include architects, archaeologists, a project
management team and many others. Upon acceptance of the
team and their detailed plans further large scale funding will be
available to the Trust to start the major works.

Contact

By email: c.jon.plumley@gmail.com
Phone: (024) 76 267 919 (Jon Plumley)

0781 432 7614 (Paul Maddocks)

Check out the Website at:
http://www.CoventryCharterhouseAssociation.org.uk
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Next Event: Open Day

On Mothering Sunday March 6th. Bring your

mother grandmother great aunt or stranger from the

street and see if this can be the best Open Day ever.

Tell them its still free and the Vintage Tea

Shoppe will be there to refresh the body


